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Designing Cisco NetworksCisco Press, 1999
Cisco authorized self-study book for CCDA foundation learning

* Prepare for CCDA certification while mastering the network design process
* Learn to characterize existing networks and determine new customer requirements
* Develop appropriate network topologies for various environments
* Design device naming schemes and IP...


		

Windows Vista: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
Whether you're a beginner, power user, or seasoned professional, Windows Vista: The Definitive Guide has everything you need to customize the operating system, master your digital media, manage your data, and maintain your computer -- regardless of which Windows Vista edition you're using.
Why this book and not some other resource?...


		

Professional Interior Photography, Third Edition (Professional Photography Series)Focal Press, 2003
This highly visual, full colour text is a must have purchase for all student and professional interior photographers, from residential to industrial. Michael Harris provides a complete guide through the vast choice of equipment and materials available, sharing his professional knowledge to help you improve your images.

New coverage of...





		

Cisco Networking EssentialsSybex, 2015

	Start a career in networking


	Cisco Networking Essentials, 2nd Edition provides the latest for those beginning a career in networking. This book provides the fundamentals of networking and leads you through the concepts, processes, and skills you need to master fundamental networking concepts. Thinking of...


		

Oracle SQL DeveloperPackt Publishing, 2016

	Learn Database design, development,and administration using the feature-rich SQL Developer 4.1 interface


	About This Book

	
		Explore all the SQL Developer 4.1 features useful for Oracle database developers, architects, and administrators
	
		Understand how this free tool from Oracle has evolved...



		

Practical C++ Design: From Programming to ArchitectureApress, 2017

	
		Go from competent C++ developer to skilled designer or architect using this book as your C++ design master class. This title will guide you through the design and implementation of a fun, engaging case study. Starting with a quick exploration of the requirements for building the application, you'll delve into selecting an...







		

Perfect Pan Pizza: Square Pies to Make at Home, from Roman, Sicilian, and Detroit, to Grandma Pies and Focaccia [A Cookbook]Ten Speed Press, 2019

	An in-depth guide to pan pizza from baking authority Peter Reinhart, including achievable recipes for making Detroit-, Sicilian-, and Roman-style pan pizzas and focaccias in a home oven.

	

	NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY FOOD NETWORK

	

	This new book from bread legend...


		

Effective Statistical Learning Methods for Actuaries II: Tree-Based Methods and Extensions (Springer Actuarial)Springer, 2020

	
		This book summarizes the state of the art in tree-based methods for insurance: regression trees, random forests and boosting methods. It also exhibits the tools which make it possible to assess the predictive performance of tree-based models. Actuaries need these advanced analytical tools to turn the massive data sets now at their...



		

Sams Teach Yourself Sap R/3 in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 1999
Sams Teach Yourself SAP R/3 in 10 Minutes covers general tasks including basic navigation skills, working with master data, and running reports. With timesaving tips, plain english definitions, panic button advice, and easy-to-follow tutorials that can be completed in 10 minutes or less, you will be immediately...





		

Flash 5 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"The must-have book for all Flash developers!"
—James Baker, Creative Director, the wddg
    "The Flash 5 Bible is the book to have."
—Todd Purgason, Creative Director, Juxt Interactive    

    If Flash 5 can do it, you can do it too...
    Whether you're a Web-development...


		

Microsoft  Windows  SharePoint  Services Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2005
Take your Windows SharePoint Services experience to the next level! Designed for advanced users, this supremely organized reference packs all the information you need to master every major tool, task, and enhancement in Windows SharePoint Serviceswithout the fluff. Discover how to simplify information sharing, make team collaboration more...

		

Point-Based Graphics (Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics and Geometric Modeling)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
This book will present the latest research results in point-based computer graphics. After an overview of the key issues, affordable 3D scanning devices will be discussed and new concepts for the mathematical representation of point-sampled shapes will be presented. Then the authors will describe methods for high-performance and high-quality...
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